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ABSTRACT
The performance of using two different types of bearing, in the evaporative cooler (EC) which driven by 1500
R.P.M. motor was investigated by studying parameters, like response of vibration, change of temperature, noise
and consumption of electricity, these bearings were bushings and ball bearings. An Arduino mega 2560 used as a
data acquisition where interfaced with LabVIEW program. Three of triple axis accelerometer (ADXL335 type)
used to collect the vibration signals from the evaporative cooler by using the two different types of bearing at X,
Y and Z directions. The Fast Fourier Transform Technique (FFT) of the vibration analyses was used on the
vibration signals to transform results of vibration from time to frequency domain. The root mean square of the
three accelerometers output (Grms) at all directions in the evaporative cooler was calculated, to compare between
the vibration results of the different cases. To investigate the rise of the temperature in the bearings, two sensors
of temperature (LM35 type) were used. A sensor of humidity (DHT22 type) was used to measure the humidity at
the time of the tests. A sound level meter has been used to measure the noise, a clamp meter was used to measure
the consumption of electricity, for analyzing of the vibration signals, a digital tachometer was used for measuring
the rotational speed of the evaporative cooler parts. All the above parameters were measured and compared
between them to find at any bearing type was the better operation and performance of the EC. The experimental
results were clarified, they were explained by figures, and also by tables. It was found the vibration of the EC in
all directions increased with using ball bearing than bushing. The ball bearing temperature increased more than
bushing. The noise of EC with ball bearing increased more than bushings, electricity consumption of EC with ball
bearing increased more than bushing. Which means the EC has preferable performance with bushing than ball
bearing.
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INTRODUCTION
Bearings are elements of machine which supports the other moving parts of the machine. It allows a relativity
motion between the contact surfaces in the machine while holding the load. The bearings make the desirable
motion easier by reducing the friction [1]. They can be classified into two different types: plain bearing and roller
bearing depending on their parts. Bushing and ball bearings are some of common types of the bearings that can be
used in many applications in industry and in the daily life. bushing is made from a variety of materials and it work
with self-lubricating for allowing fine operation. ball bearing consists of four parts: cage, rollers, inner and outer
race [1,2], bushing and ball bearings can carry both radial and axial loads [3]. FFT is a suitable tool for the
interpretation of the spectrum. It provides a constant bandwidth (on a linear scale of frequency), it also gives a
very high resolution at any range interest of the frequency. This allows early checking, harmonic patterns
separation or sideband patterns separation and closely spaced individual components separation. It also has the
advantage that it can detect the location of the defects. Tandon [4] compared between Several methods of vibration
monitoring to detect simulated defects in the outer race of SKF 6205 ball bearings supported an induction motor
at a various load with 1.1 kW/1440 rpm single-phase, these methods were: stator current, acoustic emission and
shock pulse methods. He found that the overall of vibration velocity amplitudes of three healthy ball bearings were
very close from each other and their average of overall level too, the values of overall velocity followed same
direction as the good bearing with increasing of load, but the values increased with any size of defects in the rolling
element bearings. He concluded that the vibration frequency significant increase in the spectrum components for
the large outer race defects of the ball bearings, he found also that best method was the acoustic emission
monitoring and the cost-effective method was the Stator current monitoring. Peter W. Tse [5] compared the
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effectiveness of using two different techniques of vibration analysis to detect three types of rolling element bearing
defects, the first technique of vibration analysis was the Fast Fourier Transforms with envelope detection to
identify faults occurring at the bearing characteristic frequencies. The second vibration analysis technique was
wavelet analysis with presentation of vibration signals in time-frequency distribution diagrams with multiresolution in time and frequency, he used a several of motor-pump rotary machines to produce vibration type
caused by an assortment of bearing faults, every machine was consists of a changeable rotary speed drive, an AC
motor lead a hydraulic pump, pliable couplers, shafts, a number of SKF1205E ball bearings, journal bearings, a
gear coupler, and a flywheel with some other essential equipment in his experimental platform. an assortment
synthetic defects were introduced into the ball bearings, this defect was the outer-race, the inner-race and the rollers
defects. He collected many sets of vibration data at a different directions, rotating speeds of the motor-pump
machines and he found out that both of wavelet analysis and the Fast Fourier Transforms with envelope detection
techniques were effective to detect the outer-race fault of the ball bearings, the wavelet analysis is found easier
for the machine operator to explain the analyzed results ,the equipment for tests and envelope detection, which are
necessary for the method of Fast Fourier Transforms with envelope detection but not required for wavelet analysis.
Wavelet analysis give a good frequency resolution at the low range of frequency and fine resolution at the high
frequency range. Sadettin Orhan [6] .investigated diagnosing techniques for detecting defects in ball bearings and
cylindrical bearings, he used a CSI 2110 analyzer containing a memory, electrical circuits and a (CSI 350)
accelerometer to monitoring the vibration of three cases, first case he monitored the vibration of a huge centrifugal
pump with nine vanned for about seven months, the pump motor power was 160 kW and the revolution speed was
2975 rpm, it supported by SKF 6222 ball bearings, he used the spectrum graph and unequal impact signals in the
time domain waveform graph. In Second case monitored the vibration of a fan motor for nine months, it had a
power of 345 kW and of revolution speed of 741 rpm, the fan motor supported by SKF NU 224 cylindrical
bearings, and in the third case of his study he monitored periodically the vibration of another fan motor for one
year ,it had a power of 200 kW and revolution speed of 985 rpm, this fan motor supported by SKF 6222 type ball
bearing, he succeeded diagnosed Ball bearing looseness, a ball bearing outer race defect and a cylindrical bearing
outer race defect, It was shown that ball and cylindrical bearing defects proceed in similar manner, he found
experienced that when the defect of bearing amount to an forward stage, high frequency amplitude levels
oftentimes reduction due to ‘self-peening’ of the bearing flaws. Residual life of the bearings can be estimated
utilize vibration behavior and running time of the bearings. He also concluded that if vibration monitoring is
applied within uniform selected time, capable devices and if vibration analysis is performed by experienced
personnel, defects can be easily detected. Zeki Kıral [7] was presented a method based on finite element vibration
analysis to detect the defects in a different parts of rolling element bearings. He used the spectrum of the enveloped
signals to analysis the effect of the defect location and the number of defects on the parameters of time and
frequency domain, he used Basic programming language and he create the nodal excitations by developing an
interface of graphical user to create the excitations of nodal for different cases represented the outer race, the inner
race and the rolling element defects. Forced vibration analysis of a structure of the rolling element bearings was
performed by commercial finite element and he produces simulated signals of vibration. He also investigated the
role of the receiving point for vibration measurements, he concludes that the envelope method can be utilized
efficiently to detect the outer and inner race defects but rolling element defects were difficult to detect by this
method. N. V.K. Rai [8] Utilized both of time domain vibration analysis of intrinsic mode functions and Fast
Fourier Transforms of intrinsic mode functions from the Hilbert–Huang Transform process and to diagnosis fault
of series of 6203 ball bearings with no defects and with artificially defects, the bearings supported a rotary shaft
of an AC motor. He used an electrical discharge to introduce the defects to the bearings. He concluded that
modulation Fast Fourier Transforms of intrinsic mode functions by add technique of advanced signal processing
like Hilbert–Huang Transform process helped robustly to detect the defects of rolling element bearings. O. R.
Seryasat [9] used Fast Fourier Transforms and wavelet methods to diagnose fault in the ball bearings ,he run a test
rig contain a ball bearing with defect at a different speeds and loads and he collected a six data sets from a six
bearings with different defects , he transformed the signals of acceleration vibration to a frequency and wavelet
domain, then he suggested the connotation of root mean square and energy entropy mean, he found that the energy
entropy means and root mean square have changed with the occurrence of various defects in the bearings. H.
Saruhan [10] Presented the vibration spectrum analysis technique to detect defects in rolling element bearings, he
studied four different types of defects in rolling element bearings -outer raceway defect, inner raceway defect, ball
defect, and combination of the bearing elements defect with healthy bearings at four different Rotary speeds with
two levels of loads. The result show that the way to increase operational reliability of rotating machineries was to
monitor defects in the rolling element bearings. One of the most effective techniques to use for condition
monitoring of the rolling element bearings is vibration spectrum analysis and it was a critical for condition
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monitoring to detect the location, severity, and cause of defects. Pravesh Durkhure, and lodwal [11] used wavelet
and Fast Fourier Transforms for bearings fault diagnosis, he used a healthy bearings and bearings with outer race
defects, he found that both of methods were effective to detect the outer race defects. Sakshi Kikil [12] used the
Fast Fourier Transforms vibration analysis method on a defective bearing to study the characteristic frequency of
defects in bearings. He investigated the vibration signatures of rotational speed, position of defects and the effect
of loads on the fault diagnosis of defects of rolling element bearings. He also studied the vibration analysis
sensitivity. He concluded that the vibration increases with existence of local defects and loads. In this paper (FFT)
technique of vibration analysis used for the comparison between the vibration response of using the bushing and
ball bearing in the evaporative cooler. A tabulation of the machine parts frequencies is needful to convenient them
with the frequencies of the spectrum. table (1) present a troubleshooting chart of vibration which used to estimate
the EC parts frequencies.
Table 1. Troubleshooting Chart [13]
Nature of
vibration source
Rotating
members out of
balance

Frequency of dominant
vibration,
Hz= rpm/60
Usually 1 * rpm
And can be 2 or 3 or 4*
rpm

Direction

Remarks

Axial and
Radial

A common fault

Journal bearings
loose in housing

Sub harmonics of shaft
rpm,
exactly 1⁄2 or 1⁄3 * rpm

radial

Looseness may only develop at operating
speed and temperature (e.g., turbo machines)

Oil-film whirl
or whip in
journal bearings

Slightly less than half
shaft speed
(42 to 48 percent)

radial

Applicable to high-speed (e.g., turbo)
machines

Hysteresis whirl

Shaft critical speed

radial

Damaged or
worn gears

Tooth-meshing
frequencies (shaft rpm
*number of teeth) and
harmonics

Mechanical
looseness

2 *rpm

Faulty belt drive

1,2,3 and 4 x rpm of belt

Radial

Unbalanced
reciprocating
forces and
couples

1x rpm and/or multiples
for higher-order
unbalance

radial

Increased
turbulence

Blade & vane passing
frequencies and
harmonics

Axial and
Radial

Electrically
induced

1 * rpm or 2 times line
frequency

Axial and
Radial

Axial and
Radial
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Vibrations excited when passing through
critical shaft speed is maintained at higher
shaft Speeds. can sometimes be cured by
tightening the rotor components.
Sidebands around tooth-meshing frequencies
indicate modulation (e.g., eccentricity) at
frequency corresponding to sideband spacing.
Normally only detectable with very
narrowband Analysis and spectrum analysis.
Also, sub- and inter harmonics, as for loose
journal bearings
The precise problem can usually be identified
visually with the help of a stroboscope

An increased level indicates increased
turbulence
Should disappear when power turned off
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Eq.s (1 to 4) frequency multipliers equations of vibration analysis was used, these equations provided a theoretical
estimation of ball bearing roller elements frequencies for normal and defective ball bearings to be expected, these
equations: [14,15,16 and 17].
𝑓𝐹𝐶𝐹 =

𝑓𝑠
2

𝑓𝐵𝑃𝑂𝐹 =
𝑓𝐵𝑃𝐼𝐹 =
𝑓𝐵 =

(1 −

𝑁𝑅

2

𝐷𝑐
𝑓
2𝐷𝐵 𝑠

𝐷𝑐

cos 𝜃)

𝑓𝑠 (1 −

2
𝑁𝑅

𝐷𝑅

𝑓𝑠 (1 +
(1 −

(1)

𝐷𝑅 cos 𝜃
𝐷𝑐
𝐷𝑅 cos 𝜃
𝐷𝑐

𝐷𝐵 2 cos 𝜃 2
𝐷𝑐 2

)

(2)

)

(3)

)

(4)

Where: (𝑓𝐹𝐶𝐹 ) , (𝑓𝐵𝑃𝑂𝐹 ) , (𝑓𝐵𝑃𝐼𝐹 ) and (𝑓𝐵 ) were the fundamental cage, ball pass outer race way, ball pass inner
race way, and roller rotational frequencies respectively, 𝑁𝐵 𝑖𝑠 number of Balls, (𝑓𝑠 ) is the Shaft Rotational
Frequency, (𝐷𝐵 )is the diameter of balls, (𝐷𝑐 ) is the ball bearing cage diameter and (𝜃) is the contact angle of ball
bearing.
EXPERIMENTAL WORK
In this research, it has been assembled and installed the test rig in University of Baghdad where some of rig parts
have been designed and constructed to meet the rig requirements as shown in figure (1).

Figure 1. The EC with measuring devices
1-Evaporative cooler

2- structural stand

3- Automatic voltage regular 1500VA

4- laptop
7- Digital tachometer

5- Sound level meter
8- Arduino Mega 2560

6-Digital Clamp Meter
9- ADXL335Accelerometer on structure

10- Bearing

11- Centrifugal fan

12-ADXL335Accelerometer on bearing

13- motor

14- Driver pulley

15- Driven pulley

16- V-belt

A steel stand has been manufactured for carrying the EC with dimensions of (90×76×40) cm, a rubber layer was
included on the stand top surface to isolate the EC where the thickness of this rubber layer was 10 mm. two types
of bearing have been tested in the evaporative cooler, these bearings types were: bush bearing and ball bearing
type UC205 where two bearings of each type have been installed in bearing housing of driven shaft of evaporative
cooler, these bearings shown in the figure (2). table (2) Show the ball bearing parameters detail. this installation
included a mechanical work and mechanical calibration to provide same conditions for testing as shown in figure
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(3). The vibration, bearings temperature, and noise have been measured from evaporative cooler with both types
of bearing.

Figure 2. Bearing types
A. Bushing bearing

B. UC205 Ball bearing

Table 2. The ball bearing parameters detail.
Bearing Specification

NSK 32205 Tapered roller
bearing
52
25
8.4
9
34.1
0

Outer diameter (mm)
Inner diameter (mm)
Ball diameter (mm)
Number of balls (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Contact angle, 𝛼 (degree)

Figure 3. A view of bearing installation and calibration work
An Arduino mega 2560 has been used as a data acquisition card for three measurement systems represent vibration
measurement system, temperature measuring system and humidity measurement system. It is a microcontroller
board based on the ATmega2560 with s 54 digital input/output pins (of which 14 can be used as PWM outputs),
also it has 16 analog inputs and 4 hardware serial ports. It has oscillator with 16 MHz crystal and it connected to
a Ci7 computer by a USB cable. The main characteristic of the Arduino mega 2560 were used in this experimental
work. Three identical accelerometers type ADXL335 made by Adafruit mounted on two bearing housing (one
accelerometer each housing) and the last one mounted on the structure of the evaporative cooler by bolts, as shown
in Figure (4).
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Figure 4. a & b. accelerometers mounted on the evaporative cooler
A modified alloy of type 7075-T73 was used to fixed the accelerometer on it as shown in figure (4) in order to
avoid the excessive effect arrived from the dynamic rotation of pulley and belt [18]. The ADXL335 is a 3D
accelerometer sensor has sensitivity of 330 mV/g and (0 ~ 1600) Hz in reading range in two axes (X and Y axes)
whereas the reading range of Z axes are (0 ~ 550) Hz, it modeled with ratio metric analog voltage outputs simple
to interface with microcontrollers like Arduino. It was perfect deal with high-resolution static acceleration
measurements like tilt-sensing, as well as for moderate dynamic accelerations from motion. In this letter, the
vibration of the evaporative cooler has been measured from three accelerometers in all directions with using
bushing and ball bearing. To measure the bearing temperature, two temperature sensors (LM 35 type) were
mounted on the housings of bushing and ball bearing then connected to the Arduino mega 2560. For measuring
the humidity, A DHT22 sensor was used, it requires to connect it with the Arduino too. Above sensors require to
installing some programs on the computer, one of these programs is Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
to make the Arduino receive the vibration, humidity and temperature data and display them on the computer screen.
But some of these results need complicated programs to make complex procedures like convert the results of
vibration from time to frequency domain by FFT [19,20], for these reason LabVIEW program has been installed
on the computer. This program interfered with Arduino mega 2560 board by using Arduino code (LIFA BASE)
on the IDE [21]. the accelerometers output in voltage and it need to calibrate and transform to gravity unit [22].
A LabVIEW code was developed to meet the vibration measurement system requirements. By this code, Arduino
received date from the ADXL335 seniors and displayed it in time domain form and made a calibration process on
it to convert units to gravity units, this data converted to frequency domain form by using FFT technique. All
results displayed on a graphical chart and saved on excel files, as shown in Figure (5).
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Figure 5. LabVIEW code of vibration measurement for one accelerometer
Another LabVIEW code was developed to meet the bearing temperature measurement system requirements, by
this code, Arduino received date of bearing temperature from two LM35 sensors and displayed it on charts and
characterized it by variable values of temperature and time, the date saved on excel files, this code is shown in
figure (6). For the humidity, Third LabVIEW code was developed to meet measurement system requirements, by
this code Arduino received date of the DHT22 sensor and displayed it on the Laptop screen, as shown in figure
(7). The DHT22 sensor needed to interface with LabVIEW by using LabVIEW-DHT22 interface code on the IDE
software before running the LabVIEW code.
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Figure 6. LabVIEW code of temperature measurement for two LM35 sensors

Figure 7. LabVIEW code of humidity measurement for DHT22 sensors
The rotational speed of the evaporative cooler rotating parts during taking vibration reading was measured with in
both cases, the case with using bushing the motor shaft rotational speed and the driver pulley were 1484 rpm,
whereas the large pulley rotational speed and centrifugal fan speed were 358 rpm. after replacing the bushing with
ball bearing. In the second case with using ball bearings the motor shaft and the driver pulley rotational speed was
1471 rpm whereas the centrifugal fan, driven shaft, and pulley rotational speed was 347 rpm, the type of belt which
used in the EC was V belt with 1475 mm in length.
Humidity and Temperature
The environmental temperature and humidity were measured in the first step before taking the readings of bushing
and ball bearing temperature. The reason was to make sure that results obtained in same conditions. The humidity
and environmental temperature were (47%) and (27) degrees respectively, in both cases.
Vibration Results and Discussions
The vibration in the EC with two bushings and ball bearings has been measured at three positions in all directions,
the vibration results are shown in figures (8-16). (MG) which represent the gravity unit (mm/ Sec2)
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Figure 8. FFT/ 1stAccelerometer / X - axis (blue and red curves represent bushing and ball bearing results
respectively)

Figure 9. FFT/ 1stAccelerometer /Y - axis (blue and red curves represent bushing and ball bearing results
respectively)
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Figure 10. FFT/ 1stAccelerometer / Z -axis (blue and red curves represent bushing and ball bearing results
respectively)

Figure 11. FFT/2ndAccelerometer / X - axis (blue and red curves represent bushing and ball bearing results
respectively)

Figure 12. FFT/ 2ndAccelerometer / Y - axis (blue and red curves represent bushing and ball bearing results
respectively)
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Figure 13. FFT/ 2ndAccelerometer / Z - axis (blue and red curves represent bushing and ball bearing results
respectively)

Figure 14. FFT/ 3rdAccelerometer / X - axis (blue curve represents bushing results and red curve represent ball
bearing results)

Figure 15. FFT/3rdAccelerometer / Y - axis (blue and red curves represent bushing and ball bearing results
respectively)
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Figure 16. FFT /3rdAccelerometer / Z - axis (blue and red curves represent bushing and ball bearing results
respectively)
Comparing of Spectrum Peaks
A Comparison between spectrum peaks by using bush and ball bearings in the evaporative cooler have been done.
This comparison required a classification of peaks apparent in the spectrum. by matching the measured frequencies
and machine frequencies, in the case of using bushings with the evaporative cooler it was found the frequency of
shaft at (5) Hz, driver and driven pulleys frequencies were (48) Hz and (11) Hz respectively. Frequency of
centrifugal fan was (59) Hz, in the second case with using ball bearings in the evaporative cooler the amplitudes
of the main EC parts (shaft, small pulley, large pulley, belt and centrifugal fan) and their harmonics in all directions
were increased. Theoretical and measured frequencies of the evaporative cooler parts and the rolling elements
frequencies of ball bearing shown in table (3). Where theoretical frequencies calculated by using table1 and Eq.
(1 to 4).
Table 3. Theoretical and measured bearing periodic and EC main parts frequencies
source

Theoretical
frequencies
(Hz)

Measured
frequencies
(Hz)

Corresponding Frequencies

Driven Shaft

5.783

5

1X of driven shaft frequency

Motor shaft

24.516

24

1X of motor shaft frequency

Driven pulley

11.566

11

2x of driven shaft frequency

Driver pulley

49.032

48

2X of motor shaft frequency

Centrifugal fan

--------

59

11.8 of driven shaft frequency

Fundamental Cage Frequency (𝑓𝐹𝐶𝐹 )

2.252

2

0.4X of driven shaft frequency

Ball Pass Outer Raceway Frequency
(𝑓𝐵𝑃𝑂𝐹 )

20.270

21

4.2X of driven shaft frequency

Ball Pass Inner Raceway Frequency
(𝑓𝐵𝑃𝐼𝐹 )

31.776

32

6.4X of driven shaft frequency

Ball Rotational Frequency (𝑓𝐵 )

12.441

13

2.6X of driven shaft frequency
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The above table show a good agreement between theoretical and measured data. Theoretical frequency of small
and large pulleys was multiple of their shaft’s frequency [13]. Table (4). Show at which bearing type have the
highest magnitude of vibration amplitudes of evaporative cooler main parts.
Table 4. The bearing which have the highest magnitude of vibration amplitudes / 1st, 2nd and 3rd accelerometers
The main parts of
evaporative cooler
Shaft

The bearing type which gave highest vibration magnitude of evaporative
cooler parts
1st Acc.
2nd Acc.
3rd Acc.
Ball bearing
Bush bearing
Ball bearing

large pulley

Ball bearing

Bush bearing

bush bearing

small pulley

Ball bearing

Bush bearing

Ball bearing

Centrifugal fan

Ball bearing

Bush bearing

Bush bearing

Motor

Bush bearing

Bush bearing

Ball bearing

From table (4) it has been noted that the bearing types which caused highest vibration of shaft, large pulley, small
pulley and centrifugal fan where difference from position to another in the evaporative cooler. This difference of
vibration peaks because of the vibration of the evaporative cooler was non-stationary. It was found that the
fundamental cage frequency, ball pass outer raceway Frequency, ball pass inner raceway Frequency and ball
rotational frequency were existing in the spectrum (frequency domain) by using two healthy ball bearings as shown
in tables (5,6 and 7), which cause more vibration.
Table 5. vibration amplitudes of bearings parts/ 1st Accelerometer

magnitude of vibration amplitudes (MG)
Bearings Vibration source

X-direction

Y-direction

Z-direction

Fundamental Cage Frequency

0.180

0.400

0.339

Ball Pass Outer Raceway
Frequency

0.158

0.056

0.068

Ball Pass Inner Raceway
Frequency

0.412

0.113

0.128

Ball Rotational Frequency

0.117

0.326

0.291

Table 6. vibration amplitudes of bearings parts/ 2nd Accelerometer
magnitude of vibration amplitudes (MG)
Bearings Vibration source

X-direction

Y-direction

Z-direction

Fundamental Cage Frequency

0.236

0.164

0.134

Ball Pass Outer Raceway
Frequency

0.116

0.098

0.113

Ball Pass Inner Raceway
Frequency

0.309

0.318

0.329

Ball Rotational Frequency

0.153

0.130

0.148
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Table 7. vibration amplitudes of bearings parts/ 3rd Accelerometer
Bearings Vibration source
Fundamental Cage Frequency
Ball Pass Outer Raceway
Frequency
Ball Pass Inner Raceway
Frequency
Ball Rotational Frequency

magnitude of vibration amplitudes (MG)
X-direction Y-direction
Z-direction
0.481
0.369
0.440
0.245
0.287
0.204

0.235

0.268

0.262

0.237

0.202

0.195

This is mean that ball bearings caused rolling element peaks appeared in the spectrum despite being healthy
bearings. These peaks caused more vibration in ball bearing. it was found that using classification of peaks to
comparing between the two types of bearing in the evaporative cooler is not enough. The reasons of that were:
1.
The variation of bearing types which causes lowest and highest vibration of evaporative cooler parts from
position to another in same case.
2.
Most parts of evaporative cooler have harmonic spectrum peaks which are exact multiples of the
fundamental frequency peaks. This harmonic represents more vibration in evaporative cooler and it is very difficult
to comparing between these harmonic spectrum peaks of each case by using different types of bearing.
For above reasons the acceleration root means square parameter of each case of using different types of bearing
has been used to comparing between different cases.
Acceleration Root Mean Square
The root mean square of the three accelerometers output (Grms) in X, Y and Z- directions has been calculated.
Grms is a statistical value used to express the overall energy of vibration of evaporative cooler by using bush and
ball bearings. It calculated by squaring the magnitude of signal at every point in the spectrum (every amplitude),
finding the mean value of the square magnitude, then taking the square root of the average value. G rms is equal the
square root of the area under the acceleration spectral density curve in the frequency domain. The table (8) Show
the Grms at X, Y and Z- directions in three positions (position of accelerometers) on the evaporative cooler by
using bush and ball bearings
Table 8. Acceleration root mean square from three accelerometers
Accelerometer

first accelerometer

Second accelerometer

Third accelerometer

Direction

Bush bearings (MG) unit

Ball bearings (MG) unit

X

0.256

1.005

Y

0.258

1.008

Z

0.268

1.030

X

0.314

0.305

Y

0.313

0.303

Z

0.308

0.302

X

0.151

0.281

Y

0.150

0.285

Z

0.150

0.284

After comparison of the Grms value of the evaporate cooler by using bushing and ball bearings, it was found the
EC with using ball bearings will bring a greater vibration than bushings, the reason was the of ball bearing large
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clearance compared with bushing which caused impact among rollers and the two raceways of ball bearing and
led to causes a high vibration by using this type of bearings.
Bearings Temperature Results and Discussions
The temperatures of the two bushings and ball bearings were measured for half hour in each case by using the two
LM35 sensors, where temperature reading was recording every minute. The two figures below (17 and 18) show
the two bushings temperature results and the two ball bearings temperature results:

Bushing
Ball bearing

Figure 17. The temperature results of 1st bearing

Bushing
Ball bearing

Figure 18. The temperature results of 2nd bearing
From above figures, bearings temperatures were volatile for the two bushings and two ball bearings, and didn’t
keep up, the reason was the motion of centrifugal fan and the other rotational parts of the evaporative cooler
worked on cooling the bushings and ball bearings. The temperatures of bushing and ball bearing close the pulleys
were greater volatility down and up than the other bushing and ball bearing. The reason was the belt and pulleys
were nearby them and worked to cooling them. Table (9) show the average of 30 bushing and ball bearing
temperature readings.
Table 9. temperatures Average of two bushings and ball bearings

Measured cases
Evaporative Cooler with bush bearings

temperatures average
/ 1st LM35 sensor
(Co)
23.07871

temperatures average /
2nd LM35 sensor
(Co)
23.83033

29.05226

30.52226

evaporative cooler with ball bearings
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From table 9. The average of two ball bearings temperature was higher than the average of first two bushings
temperature by 26% and 28% respectively. The reason was a less friction with using bushings than ball bearings
which led to reducing the resistance of relativity motion between the contact surfaces.
Noise Results and Discussions
The noise of the EC with using two bushings and two ball bearings was measured experimentally by the sound
level meter, it was found that the noise with using two bushings in the EC was 73.6 dB and it increased about 5%
with using two ball bearings to be 77.4 dB. The reason of this increasing of noise was the relatively large clearance
existing inside ball bearings between rolling elements cause impact and it produced some sounds.
Electricity Consumption Results and Discussions
The electricity consumption of the EC was measured with using bushings and ball bearings by the digital clamp
meter. The electricity consumption of the evaporative cooler with bush bearings was 1.9 ampere and it has
increased about 0.21and became 2.3 ampere in the second case by using the ball bearings. This means more
resistance to the rotational motion happened by using ball bearing instead of bushing in the evaporative cooler.
CONCLUSIONS
Bearing is an important part in the EC due to it needful function on rotating machinery dynamic behavior. After
comparison of results with using two healthy bushings and ball bearings in the EC it was found:
1.
The vibration of the EC with using two ball bearings in the three directions (X, Y and Z) increased by
293%, 291% and 284% respectively at the first accelerometer, decreased by 3%, 3% and 2% at the second
accelerometer and increased by 86%, 90% and 89% at the third accelerometer than bushings because of the large
clearance (relatively) of ball bearings compared with bushings which caused impacts among balls, inner race way
and outer race way of ball bearings.
2.
Ball bearings caused rolling element peaks appeared in the spectrum despite being healthy bearings.
These peaks caused more vibration in ball bearing.
3.
The two bushings and ball bearings temperatures were variable (increasing and decreasing) where the
friction didn’t keep them increasing because of the rotational parts movement cooled the bearings. But it was more
variable at bushing and ball bearing near belt and two pulleys because of the movement of belt and two pulleys
caused more cooling to nearby bushing and ball bearing.
4.
The average of first and second ball bearings temperatures were higher than the first and second bushings
by 26% and 28% because of the friction.
5.
The evaporative cooler noise with using two ball bearings where higher than using two bushings by 5%
because of the ball bearings large clearance comparing with bushings which caused impacts among balls, inner
race way and outer race way of the ball bearings.
6.
The electricity consumption of the evaporative cooler increased by (21%) with using ball bearings than
using bush bearings due to resistance to the rotational motion
7.
It was concluded that the performance of the EC with two bushings was better than the performance of
the EC with two ball bearings.
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